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The majority of people of Malang prefer to choose the merriage ceremony
implementation outside of KUA than in KUA itself. It can be seen from the data
that show that the marriage ceremony is mostly done outside the KUA. In 2012
the number of merriage ceremony implementation is outside of KUA in the entire
KUA of Malang reach 5736 of 6384 marriages mean the number of merriages
conducted in KUA as much as 648 times. In 2013 the number of marriages are
5750 which married in KUAas many as 642 and outside of KUA as many as
3952.
In this study, there are two important things researched are about factors
that cause people prefer marriage ceremony outside of KUA, whereas in PMA
No. 1 Year 2007 on Registration of Marriage Article 21 paragraph 1 explains that
the marriage ceremony is done at KUA, although there are other alternative
namely the marriage ceremony may be performed outside of KUA if there is
consent from the VAT and then the important thing in this study is to explore the
public and VAT opinion related to the implementation practices marriage
ceremony outside of KUA.
The reseach type of this research study that used more referring to the field
research type (field research). This is caused that research is more emphasis on
field data as the object of study, according to research that will be studied is
related about the marriage ceremony practice conducted outside of KUA. In this
study, the researcher describes about the object studied by recording all things

related to the object to be studied. The type of data collection used is interviewing
and observing then it will be classified and investigated.
The results of this study indicate that: (1) The majority of people prefer to
hold the merriage ceremony outside of KUA. It is influenced by cultural factors,
factors ease of implementation as well as to avoid prejudices of society. So many
people prefer to conduct the merriage ceremony outside of KUA than in KUA. (2)
PMA No. 11 Year 2007 on Registration of marriage on one hand, set about
merriage ceremony implementation in KUA. However, this provision is perceived
by the VAT that is still none the less related to the marriage ceremony
implementation outside of KUA. in this rule also does not explain the associated
operational costs outside of KUA and outside working time, so the VAT still feel
worried if serving outside of KUA and working time. This problem is also related
to the lack of clarity from government related to the limit of gratification, because
of the practice giving alms is considered as a gratification form by some law
enforcement while according to the people this is a tradition and in Islam also
recommended for giving alms.

